Tenacre Foundation
Well Rounded Professional Cook

Job Title: Well Rounded Professional Cook
Ministerial Designation: Non-Religiously Qualified-non-exempt
Department: Food Service
Reports To: Food Service Manager
Prepared Date: 03/26/2019
Summary: Tenacre is looking for a Well Rounded Professional Cook, who participates in the healing Mission
and Ministry of Tenacre by cooking for the Tenacre community functions and taking initiative; additionally,
he or she is passionate, experienced and self-motivated.
Competencies
To perform the job successfully, an individual should be demonstrating the following competencies:
Team Player:
Works safely and cooperatively with a team toward accomplishment of shared goals.
Integrity and Ethics:
Makes decisions and acts with Tenacre’s long term interests in mind; is a good listener and
approaches work from a basis that is thoughtful and caring; demonstrates reliability, including
punctuality.
Attention to Detail:
Is thorough in accomplishing tasks no matter how small; monitors and checks work; plans and
organizes time and resources efficiently even under the pressure of multiple demands.
Immediacy and Flexibility:
Demonstrates high quality standards and achieves them regardless of barriers; shows a passion for
one’s work - enjoys working hard; can be counted on to get things done on time; adapts quickly to
changing needs and schedule.
Enthusiasm:
Thoroughly enjoys preparing food for others.
Functional Knowledge:
Obtains appropriate level of professional skill and knowledge to keep up with current developments
in relevant areas. Applies this information with a high level of accomplishment.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities: (Other duties may be assigned.)
 Needs to prepare full meals from start to finish
 Bakes and makes desserts
 Participates in all areas of food preparation
 Prepares cold food presentations
 Is creative with his/her cooking while also adhering to established standards
Qualifications
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty as stated.
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential
functions.

Education and/or Experience:
 Fluent in speaking, reading, and writing English
 Professional versatile food service experience
 Professional culinary education, preferred
 Member of The First Church of Christ, Scientist, preferred

